Science and the Solstice

You are invited to a unique event at the beautiful Cerimon House, in the heart of the Alberta Arts District by Presented by Rev. Sandra Grace.

The Summer Solstice is celebrated the world round.

- Why did our ancestors stop to honor and observe the Solstice?
- What is the Solstice? What is the Science behind the observance?
- How did our ancestors 6,000-9,000 years ago know where to place the monolithic stones or draw the Medicine Wheel to orient to the Solstice?
- Why is it important now to understand and reconnect to these practices and observations?

Join us to explore many of the world’s ancient celestial musings and observations of the stars, the moon, the sun in the cycles of life. We will come together to walk a labyrinth as a symbol of walking our path back to a connection with the Natural world and our place within it.

Date:  Thursday, June 20, 2019
Time:  Doors open at 6:30
Presentation: 7:00 – 9:00pm  Limited Seating
Cost:  $20 at door; sliding scale available  (sandra_walden20@yahoo.com for reservation)

About the presenter:  Sandra Grace is a practicing Priestess, non-denominational Minister, speaker, teacher, and traveler conducting Ceremony of all kinds and working with small groups and individuals in these troubled times to find a way to Peace and Joy.